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About This Game

Enter the ribbiting world of FROG X BIRD, where daring amphibian warriors take flight atop majestic birds called
Rufflebeaks in a quest to prove themselves as TOP FROG OF THE ARENA.

Grab your friends and tell those friends to grab their controllers, because it's time for a bird-battlin' spectacle that will have you
leaping out of your seat!

FEATURES

IT'S A LOCAL CROAK-UP: Nothing beats sittin’ on the couch, playin' games with your buds! Pick from a colorful
cast of well-armed amphibians (and sometimes other creatures?), and fly into battle against up to three of your friends in
awesome local competitive gameplay. It's the ultimate party game!

TOADALLY AWESOME GAMEPLAY: In FROG X BIRD, you've only got one goal - knock your opponent off their
bird! Dive-bomb your enemies from above or try a daring frontal assault! Just make sure to check your six, or you might
be the one that gets sent flying!
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FUN FOR ALL AGES: FROG X BIRD is a game anyone can play! Pick up a controller and you'll be having a blast
within minutes!

FROGTASTIC GAME MODES: There's never a dull moment when you have so many ways to take down your pals!
Each mode offers a unique spin on the core FXB game experience. It's pure bird-on-frog-on-bird combat in BATTLE
MODE; take part in a fruit-grabbing frenzy in FRUIT BLAST; fight over a leaf in LEAF AWAY; or, shoot some hoops in
the super-popular RIBBASKETBALL MODE! And with multiple sub-types for each mode, there are plenty of ways to
customize the competition to your liking!

HOPPING GOOD ARENAS: From bright and lively Bogshire, to the watery depths of Frogrotto, to the extreme
heights of Rufflebeak Roost, take on your opponents in a variety of different arenas! BE WARNED: Some of these
battlegrounds ain’t so friendly!

FULL-BLOWN VO: Always know where the action stands with shots called by the enthusiastic and faithful
Announcer, voiced by the legendary Jon St. John (Duke Nukem, Sonic Adventure 1+2, Guild Wars 2, Half Life:
Opposing Force)!

CONTENT FOR DAYS: Several expansion packs are in the works to expand the exciting world of FROG X BIRD with
new characters, arenas, and additional game modes! It's a blast right out of the box, and only bound to get better with
time!
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frog x bird

My First PC Game , it's about 10 years ago. Has potential, but the developer needs more experience. that or RPG maker is
having issues i did not know about. while i admire the developers attempt, they should probably attempt to polish and streamline
the game. Many things are unacounted for, and the games interfaces are extremely clunky. Good Start, but it really needs to be
better. I would suggest holding off for a bit longer until the dev gets around to improving his games performance\/ interface and
quality in general.. Dreamcage Escape is a beautiful short adventure puzzle game.
The puzzles are decent, the scope fits the price tag, and the artwork really sells it.

Dreamcage Escape is the sequel to the free Escape from 26. You operate various mechanisms and solve puzzles to reach 15
locations on the two towers, uncovering clues to the towers' backstory as you progress. There are also 3 coins hidden on each
level. The puzzles seem mostly orginal, and I enjoyed them.

The game took me about 2 hours to complete. If you're the impatient type who likes to look at walkthroughs, then you could get
done a lot faster. There is one annoyance with the game in that it didn't give me any feedback which areas on the screen are
clickable: the cursor doesn't change, so I need to click on anything that's likely to do something (or where a coin could be
hidden) until I figure out what I'm able to interact with. This can sometimes be frustrating when I'm stuck as I could either be
overlooking a clue or be using a puzzle wrong (what I took for a switch was really a slider). However, the superb artwork more
than makes up for this.

The game was made for 720p and can run windowed; for 1080p fullscreen it adds borders. It runs well on older computers and
is also available for mobile platforms.

This isn't the type of puzzle game that gives you 200 levels of increasing difficulty, nor does it have the scope and depth of a
game like Myst. It is small, beautiful, and not too expensive. Recommended.

Note that the developer tried to add achievements, but they are not working at this point. (Read more.). Not sure why this game has
so many positive reviews. I found it extremely boring. It's a wave shooter with pretty much copy and paste enemies and very
mundane combat. I was praying for the levels to end before they did and finally had to quit out half way through stage 3.

Might be good for very young kids but anyone else I would stay clear. Well clear!. I find this game quite charming and strangely
addicting, if you're not sure whether to buy you can always try it out on Kongregate
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Made by the developers of Bad Rats, need I say more?

This game is bad. Really bad. The gameplay is repetitive and boring, even before the end of the first level I wanted to
stop playing. The voice acting is the worst I've heard, the music is a short 30 second loop, the fire sound is awful and
since this is a space shooter you'll hear it A LOT. Visually the foreground and background objects feel like they are
drawn for two entirely different games (they don't mesh well) and are hard to look at.

I'm sad that I even installed this game, in the end I found no enjoyment. If this review saves you from experiencing this
terrible title then I have succeeded.. Karrigan's chair is amazing.

10/10 ValveGN. Looks nice, I like.. So refreshing! You think about nothing than the game when you try to win, so
addictive!. I do not mean to be rude in anyway but this game gets boring after a while, to be honest I got boried in a
day. It is a okay game but the fact that you harm dogs offened me. I hope I helped.. Works right out day one, kinda
rare for multiplayer games these days. Ai bots in actual online matches are good enought that it becomes difficult to
spot the diffrence between them and the players. Only major complaint is they carried over the microtransaction
system from the cell phone version but you can still get just about everything in the game that is of any real value
gameplay wise if you got skill so its not a pay to win. graphics nothing to write home about but then again it does look
silky smooth in multiplayer, no noticable lag spikes so far.

Gameplay is an odd hybrid of one hit your out tactical but still in your face fast paced and games go fast. Not quite
tactical, not arcadish, only way to describe it is its really like a virtual paintball tournoment, but a lot cheaper.. I don't
know how to rate this game.

I want to rate it up. The premise is fun. It's a different machine from Slay the Spire, and has lots of unique abilities to
unleash, cool combos. It doesn't feel like a ripoff in the slightest.

But... I want to rate it down. The translation is bottom tier -1\/10 google translate bad. I'm pretty sure Google Translate
would do a better job, actually.

The game has three 'rows' of dice. Row 1, 2, and 3. Each one can fit up to six dice, which are basically abilities. You
start by drawing three dice from any row, each of which has energy costs and abilities associated with them. When you
end your turn, the game picks anothe row of dice and gives you three abilities from that row.

Some abilities reroll 'used' abilities, or refresh them, or make them more potent. There are lots of potential synergies.
Combat is quite interesting.

However... the translation ruins the game for me. It's super bad. I can't put into words how bad it is. I basically only
know what cards do after I play them. Any card that interacts with other cards leaves me scratching my head. Most
deaths are because I'm not sure what my abilities even do!

Example of terrible skill descriptions:
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/putIgsF.jpg

I like this game. It has a lot of potential. If you can get past the terrible translation there is a ridiculously good game underneath,
easily on par with STS. However, that might be too big a pill for some to swallow.

I'll vote yes on it, but only tentatively.

Feel free to ask questions below and I'll answer what I can. I considered refunding the game but it's too fun to do so.. i need
help. Baba Yaga - Story mission
Endurance - Survival and exploration.
Cold Darkness Awakened - Three puzzles(?), and some zombies.

Boring, short, unworthy to replay.
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